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Abstract

As demand for wind power continues to grow, it is becoming increasingly important to minimize the risk,
characterized by the variance, that is associated with long-term power forecasts. This paper investigates
variance reduction in power forecasts from wind farm layout optimization. The problem was formulated
as a multi-objective optimization. The ε−constraint method is used to solve the bi-objective problem in a
two-step optimization framework where two sequential optimizations are performed. The first is maximizing
mean wind farm power alone and second, minimizing the power variance with a constraint on the mean
power set to the value from the first optimization. The results show that the variance in power estimates
can be greatly reduced, by as much as 30%, without sacrificing mean plant power for the different farm
sizes and wind conditions studied. This reduction is attributed to the multi-modality of the design space
which allows for unique solutions of high mean plant power at different variances. Thus, wind farms can be
designed to maximize power capture with greater confidence.
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1. Introduction1

Wind power is one of the fastest-growing sources of electricity. This is evidenced by the steady increase2

in wind-powered electricity generation since 2001. With commercial wind turbines producing almost 4%3

of world electricity in 20181, wind is becoming a viable and sustainable energy source in the global energy4

landscape. Although there have been many technological advances in recent times that have made wind5

energy more favorable, it remains an intermittent energy source, marked by high variability in power gen-6

eration. This variability is mainly attributed to meteorological fluctuations, and can be classified as either7

short-term, or long-term.8

Short-term variability includes minute-to-minute, hour-to-hour, and day-to-day fluctuations in power9

production which are consequences of turbulence and transient events. Quantifying short-term variability is10

crucial for grid management and electricity pricing [1, 2]. It can be managed with appropriate load balancing11

schemes in grid systems that are fed by different electricity sources to meet demand.12

Long-term variability on the other hand involves fluctuations over longer periods such as monthly or13

seasonal time frames, and years. This slower variation in wind power output is caused by climate effects.14

Such variability is not important for the day-to-day operation of wind farms, but as the name suggests is15

crucial for long-term project development and maintenance planning [3, 4].16

As wind power continues to grow, it will be important to minimize the risk associated with long-term17

power forecasts. Because wind is a variable resource, wind energy predictions will unavoidably be subject to18

epistemic uncertainties. It is, therefore, instructive to study the evolution of key statistical quantities such19

as variance and different percentiles in farm design to help reduce fluctuations in long-term power forecasts.20

This will allow wind farm operators and economic planners to make more informed decisions [5].21

The energy capture capacity of a site can be improved through wind farm layout optimization. This is a22

critical step in farm design, as wind turbine assemblies (tower, rotor, generator, controls, etc.) are massive23

1https://www.iea.org/topics/renewables/wind/
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systems that typically remain fixed in place for an operational lifetime. Many groups around the world24

therefore study this problem of optimal turbine positioning by using past wind data for predicting future25

power production as smart turbine placement favors superior energy capture. The focus in doing this is26

usually to maximize power [6], annual energy production (AEP) [7, 8], net present value (NPV) [9], profit27

[10, 11], or to minimize the cost of energy (COE) [12, 13]. These objectives are fundamentally functions of28

the mean power output, and therefore do not consider variance. The mean power output is not the only29

important objective; for power companies it is important to minimize variability as well. A low variance in30

predicted average power translates to less deviation from mean power output forecasts over time, thereby31

increasing the precision of estimates.32

One approach to reducing the variance in wind farm power predictions is to perform a multi-objective33

optimization using Pareto optimization. The Pareto approach allows for easy comparison of different objec-34

tives and has been used in wind farm design. Mytilinou et al. used Pareto analysis to study the trade-off35

between location, turbine type, and turbine count to suggest optimum regions for siting wind farms around36

the UK [14]. Their objectives were life cycle cost (LCC), number of turbines, extracted power, and total37

installed site capacity. Borrisova and Mustakerov also used such methods to test their multi-objective model38

and algorithm by studying the effects of different combinations of farm location, turbine counts, and wind39

conditions on cost of energy and power output in wind farm design [15]. This method can also be used to40

study the trade-offs between mean power and variance as it offers the best possible compromise between41

conflicting objectives.42

The wind farm layout optimization problem is highly dimensional and in a highly multimodal space43

[16, 17]. Because of the multimodality, we’ve seen multiple layout designs that produce nearly identical44

mean wind power (≈3% of each other) but with variances spread over much wider ranges (up to 30%45

between extremes). We can take advantage of this multimodality by finding solutions with similar mean46

performance, but with reduced variance. In other words, we generally don’t need to trade any mean power47

performance in order to reduce the corresponding power variance. We’ve exploited a similar idea in a past48

work where for some cases noise in a wind farm could be reduced with no penalty in mean power [18].49

As it is desirable to obtain solutions with lower risk, the goal of this paper is to show that we can design50

wind farm layouts to have lower risk associated with mean power output. We present a two stage process51

for long-term wind plant power variance reduction in which we integrate statistical constraints into the52

layout optimization framework and test this on a variety of wind farms with different farm boundaries, wind53

roses, numbers of turbines, and turbine densities, to search for designs with high power production as well54

as robustness against changes in wind direction. Our approach requires zero sacrifice in mean plant power55

production for improving robustness.56

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains a summary of the models and optimiza-57

tion framework for this problem, Section 3 presents the results analysis and discussion, and Section 4 gives58

the concluding remarks.59

2. Methodology60

The following is an overview of the different tools and techniques employed in this work, with sections dis-61

cussing wind farm and flow property modeling, as well as relevant statistical quantities and the optimization62

framework for this problem.63

2.1. Wind Farm Modeling64

The 3.35 MW onshore wind turbine developed by the International Energy Agency (IEA) [19] is used65

in this work. It is comprised of a three-blade rotor, which has a swept diameter of 130 m and a 110 m hub66

height. The power generator is rated at 3.35 MW.67

There were several cases considered in this variance reduction study. A case is made up of a boundary68

type (circle or square), number of turbines (16, 36, or 64), and wind conditions from locations in Victorville,69

Redding, or the Princess Amalia wind farm.70

The circle and square boundary farms have equal areas in each case. Although operational wind farms71

rarely have circle, square, or other standard plane geometry boundaries as the ones presented here, these72
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Figure 1: 36-turbine square wind farm at three different turbine densities.

two boundaries are used for demonstrating the intended concepts. With the exception of two cases, the73

wind farm area is determined by the area required to have the turbines arranged in a perfect square grid74

with a spacing of five rotor diameters between turbines. The two special cases were performed on 36-turbine75

circle and square boundary farms with different turbine spacing; cases where the number of turbines is kept76

constant and the land area varied, based on different initial rotor diameter spacing. Fig. 1 shows this sort77

of case for a 36-turbine square farm at three different turbine densities which are based on turbine spacings78

of 3, 5, and 7 rotor diameters.79

Other assumptions made in this analysis are flat terrains in all cases and all turbines are of the same80

size and characteristics. Also, all wind directions in this work are parallel to the horizontal rotational axis81

of the wind turbines.82

2.2. Wake Model83

The wake model used in this work is the Flow Redirection and Induction in Steady-state (FLORIS)84

engineering wake model [20]. This is a derivative of the Jensen wake model developed by N.O. Jensen [21]85

which assumes a linearly expanding wake with a velocity deficit that is only dependent on the distance86

behind a rotor. The FLORIS model defines three separate wake zones with differing expansion and decay87

rates to more accurately describe the velocity deficit across wind turbine rotors in wake regions. A major88

advantage of this model over Jensen’s is its adaptability for handling of partial wakes and wake mixing89

which it achieves because of the three-zone divisions. In this work, hub velocity losses due to waking were90

determined from the square root of the sum of squares of contributing losses. These contributing losses were91

determined using area weighted averages of the affected wake zones. The FLORIS wake model uses different92

parameters for characterizing wake deflection, expansion, and velocity which are found in Table 1 of [20].93

2.3. Flow Properties94

Existing wind direction, speed, and frequency data was used to create a probability density function95

for wind direction, and a distribution for wind speed as a function of wind direction for each of the three96

chosen locations (Fig. 2). The locations are Victorville and Redding in California, and the setting of the97

Princess Amalia wind farm off the coast of the Netherlands. Since the power produced in a wind farm98

is largely dependent on wind conditions, the three wind roses chosen were dissimilar in order to measure99

the effectiveness of the variance reduction approach presented here under diverse conditions. The Amalia100

wind rose has multiple high probability directions with a wind speed profile closely matching the wind rose.101

Even though the Victorville and Redding wind roses each have two notably dominant wind directions, they102
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Figure 2: Victorville, Redding, and Amalia, wind roses and directionally averaged wind speeds. The wind roses show the
general source wind directions in relation to the frequency with which wind blows from a given direction. The directionally
averaged wind speeds represent the magnitude of wind the speed coming from a given direction.
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are characterized by different orientations and wind speed profiles. These direction characteristics affect103

multi-modality in the design space in different ways.104

The three different wind roses (Fig. 2) were chosen to study optimization outcomes when this variance105

reduction concept is applied for different wind conditions. In order to draw equal sample sizes of wind106

directions and wind speeds over smooth distributions for numerical integration, data from each of these107

locations was splined using Akima splines [22] to obtain functional forms of wind frequency and speed,108

both of which depend on wind direction such that ffrequency = f(direction), and fspeed = f(direction).109

The resulting wind frequency function was then normalized to give the probability density function of110

wind frequency. In this work, 70 wind directions were selected between 0 and 360 degrees based on their111

probability and the corresponding directionally averaged wind speeds were determined from the wind speed112

function. These speeds represent the magnitude of the wind speed coming from a given direction as seen in113

Fig. 2. Thus we only consider wind direction uncertainty in this analysis.114

2.4. Statistics of Interest115

Mean plant power is a major statistic of interest as it is used in determining quantities like annual energy116

production (AEP), net present value (NPV), cost of energy (COE), etc. It is a quantity that depends on117

the total farm power. The mean, although very useful, is only a measure of some central value and therefore118

does not paint a complete picture of the power producing capacity of a site. Together with the variance, the119

mean power can be interpreted to give more meaningful prediction of future power production since variance120

shows the spread from mean quantities. The variance is thus a measure of risk in stochastic systems. The121

mean plant power is determined from the power contributions, Pi of all turbines in a farm.122

P =

nturbs∑
i=1

Pi (1)

Pi =
1

2
ρACpU

3
i (2)

The expression for the power from each turbine, Pi is given by Eq. 2, where ρ is the air density and A123

is the rotor swept area. The power coefficient, CP , is the power conversion efficiency of a wind turbine for124

which a value of 0.458 was used. The effective hub velocity for each turbine is Ui. It is a function of position125

(x and y) as well as flow parameters and variables (wind direction and speed β and U∞ respectively). The126

values of U are determined with the FLORIS wake model mentioned above. Because we only consider wind127

direction uncertainty in this work, the mean plant power can be expressed as an integral for a random128

variable (Eq. 3).129

µP = E[P ] =

∫ 2π

0

P (x, y, β, U∞) φ(β) dβ ≈
m∑
j=0

P (x, y, βj , U∞,j) φ(βj) (3)

In this equation, φ(β) is the probability density function of the wind direction and m is the number of130

sampled wind directions. The mean power is simply expressed as an integral for determining the expected131

value of a random variable since the density function of wind direction is known. This integral can be132

evaluated as that for a discrete random variable using the rectangle rule (far right hand side of Eq. 3) since133

samples are drawn from the wind distributions in this analysis. Each wind direction βj has a corresponding134

directionally averaged free stream wind speed U∞,j which is determined form the wind speed distribution.135

The uncertain variable of interest here is the wind direction β, making this a 1-dimensional uncertainty136

quantification problem.137

The variance is evaluated similarly from the integral given in Eq. 4.138

σ2
P =

∫ 2π

0

P 2(x, y, β, U∞) φ(β) dβ − µ2
P ≈

( m∑
j=0

(P 2(x, y, βj , U∞,j)φ(βj)

)
− µ2

P (4)
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2.5. Optimization Framework139

Multi-objective optimization (MOO) problems are those that involve more than one objective function140

to be minimized. MOO problems are typically expressed mathematically as141

min (f1(x), f2(x), ..., fk(x)), k ≥ 2

s.t. x ∈ X
(5)

where k is the number of objective functions and X is the set of feasible decision vectors and/or constraint142

set. Such problems have multiple solutions that quantify the best tradeoff between competing objectives as143

opposed to global optima found in single-objective optimization problems. Because of the existence of a set144

of solutions, the concept of dominance is introduced to determine if one solution is better than another. For145

two solutions x1 and x2, x1 is said to dominate x2 if x1 is better than x2 in all objectives.146

Some standard approaches to solving MOO problems include: normalized objective functions, the147

weighted sum method, ε−constraint method, lexicographic method, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms,148

and the normal boundary intersection method. Further details about the strengths and weaknesses of these149

methods can be found in [23, 24]. In this work, however, the ε−constraint method is used due to its150

simplicity, and effectiveness in both convex and non-convex design spaces.151

2.6. Variance Reduction Concept152

The approach presented below is a simple yet very rewarding variance reduction concept for power153

forecasting through wind farm layout optimization. It is a form of the ε-constraint method of multi-objective154

optimization which involves minimizing just one objective with inequality constraints which are formulated155

from the other objective functions.156

In this work, the main objective to be minimized is the variance. The optimization is carried out in two157

steps. Step 1 is the common practice of maximizing mean plant power without any constraints set on the158

variance. This first optimization gives a suitably high mean power value with a corresponding variance that159

is usually high. Step 2 then aims at reducing the variance associated with the mean power from step 1. This160

is done by performing a second optimization where the variance is minimized with an inequality constraint161

set on the mean power to be greater than or equal to the value from step 1. Also, the starting layout in162

this second optimization is the solution from the step 1 problem. The combined optimization problem is163

formulated below as:164

step 1: Maximizing mean power165

maximize µ∗P

w.r.t xi, yj i, j = 0, 1, 2, ..., nturbs

subject to Si,j ≥ 2Dturbine, i, j = 0, 1, 2, ..., nturbs

boundary constraints

(6)

step 2: Variance reduction166

minimize σ2
P

w.r.t xi, yj i, j = 0, 1, 2, ..., nturbs

subject to µP ≥ µ∗P
Si,j ≥ 2Dturbine, i, j = 0, 1, 2, ..., nturbs

boundary constraints

(7)

By doing this, we are able to obtain better solutions, i.e., layouts that produce effectively the same167

high wind power but with lower variance than in the case of performing a single mean power optimization.168

The degree of improvement seen after the variance reduction step varies with each case. Naturally, some169

combinations of wind conditions, farm boundary, and size show greater improvement over others.170

The Python Optmization Sparse framework (pyOptSparse) [25] is used with Sparse Nonlinear Optimizer171

(SNOPT), a gradient-based Fortran software package for solving large-scale nonlinear optimization problems172

[26], to perform all the optimizations in this work.173
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Figure 3: On the left, normalized mean power results from 100 layout optimizations for a 36−turbine, circular boundary farm
using the Amalia wind conditions. On the right, mean power and corresponding variance from the same 100 optimizations
(each normalized by the highest mean and variance respectively from the step 1 optimizations, where we maximized the mean
power only with no constraints on the variance). The difference between maximum and minimum variance values is noticeably
larger than that between mean power values.

3. Results and Discussion174

In this section, we show results for variance reduction in wind farm layout optimization using the pro-175

posed variance minimization concept. Simulations were carried out for different combinations of farm sizes,176

boundaries, and wind roses. We also present results for variance reduction using full Pareto optimizations.177

3.1. Variance Reduction178

As discussed, wind farm layout optimization typically seeks to optimize a metric related to the mean or179

expected power, like the annual energy production or cost of energy. However, because the design space is180

multimodal it is good practice to use a multistart procedure, where many random starting points are used181

and the best result is then taken. In this work we used 100 random starting points in each case to first182

optimize wind farm layouts for maximum mean power. Those multiple starting locations create a range of183

values as shown in Fig. 3 for a 36-turbine wind farm with Amalia wind conditions in a circular boundary.184

The key insight of this work is that those same solutions, which maximize mean power have very different185

variance. This can be seen in Fig. 3 where the percentage difference between the normalized2 maximum and186

minimum mean power is about 2.5%, and that between the variance maximum and minimum is about 10%.187

We can exploit this behavior even further by minimizing the variance while constraining the mean188

power. In Fig. 4 we see that the mean power remains the same, whiles the variance changes after performing189

a second optimization with constraints set on the mean. The variance values from the µP maximization step190

are noticeably larger than those from the variance reduction step. This is more apparent in the right window191

where gray arrows show the shift in variance between the first and second optimizations for 10 instances.192

This trend of lowered variance after performing two sequential optimizations is observed in all the cases193

we considered. Table 1 contains the minimum, average, and maximum relative3 reduction in variance for194

18 cases which consist of 16-, 36-, and 64-turbines in both circle and square farm boundaries with the wind195

conditions from the three locations (Victorville, Redding, and Amalia wind farm). The land area of each196

wind farm is based on the area of a square grid arrangement of wind turbines with an approximate initial197

spacing of 5 rotor diameter spans. Thus both circle and square boundaries with the same number of turbines198

have the same area.199

2Both mean power and variance are normalized by the highest mean and variance respectively from the step 1 optimizations
3The reduction in variance is measured relative to that maximum mean power optimization variance.
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Figure 5: Relative variance decrease for circle farm boundary cases.
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Figure 6: Relative variance decrease for square farm boundary cases.

There is nonzero variance decrease in all our analyzed cases although some reductions are smaller than200

others. Also, a wider range of variance reduction is observed in some cases over others. In Fig. 5, we observe201

that the Victorville and Amalia wind roses yield wider ranges of relative variance reduction compared to the202

bidirectional Redding cases. The Victorville farms generally produce the highest variance decreases of up to203

20%. The Redding cases produce lower variance reductions in comparison to the other two wind roses. This204

is because multidirecional wind roses further increase the occurrence of local minima in the design space.205

Thus, allowing for more distinct solutions that yield high mean power at different variances.206

The square cases (Fig. 6) show similar trends as the circle ones with the Victorville and Amalia farms207

again favoring variance reduction over the Redding farms.208

The wind farm layout optimization process creates a pattern for arranging turbines in within a boundary209

that promotes high power output. Fig. 7 shows optimized layouts for 36-turbine circle and square farm210

boundaries respectively. The mean power stays the same for the two optimization steps as previously211

mentioned, whereas the variances4 after the second optimization are noticeably less than those in first. Each212

layout solution is indicative of the shape of the wind rose used.213

4Presented here as the standard deviation for consistency of units.
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boundary wind rose 16 36 64

circle

Victorville
min
avg
max

0.520 0.230 5.53
14.6 12.7 17.2
29.9 24.8 27.9

Redding
0.00340 0.0244 0.377
3.82 3.49 4.56
16.7 12.2 13.6

Amalia
0.517 0.949 0.434
5.74 7.14 8.81
17.4 16.1 17.6

square

Victorville
min
avg
max

1.23 0.508 4.54
16.8 15.0 17.8
33.3 30.3 27.6

Redding
0.00660 0.0270 0.141
4.31 4.46 4.69
18.2 16.1 11.1

Amalia
0.00830 0.533 1.46
5.61 6.63 9.30
16.2 15.8 17.6

Table 1: Minimum, average, and maximum % change in plant power variance for 16−, 36−, and 64-turbine circle and square
boundary wind farms and all three wind roses from 100 individual layout optimizations using the proposed two step variance
reduction approach.

In the Victorville and Amalia wind roses, we observe that turbines are more evenly spread within the214

farm boundaries. This is a consequence of their wind direction and wind speed profiles. The diagonally215

symmetric bidirectional Redding wind rose has turbines at the boundary edges, and in the middle of the216

farm as expected. Turbines are arranged within farm boundaries such that rotor-on-rotor wake interactions217

are minimized in order to promote energy capture.218

Lastly, the square farms generally yield higher mean power than their circle counterparts for each of the219

wind conditions even though the land areas are equal. This is because the angled corners in the square220

boundaries offer better turbine separation, which in turn reduces the occurrence of wakes.221

This is the main advantage of applying this concept to the wind farm layout optimization problem–there222

is no reduction in mean power for a corresponding decrease in variance. The approach yields positive results223

because the wind farm layout optimization design space is highly multi-modal. Hence, although multi-224

modality makes optimization problems more difficult, it can be exploited to minimize variance in long-term225

wind power forecasting.226

3.2. Variance Reduction with Different Turbine Densities227

We also studied a few cases using the proposed concept with different turbine densities, meaning the228

same number of turbines are confined to different land areas. The presented optimization results are for the229

Amalia wind rose, and 36-turbine farms. Wind farms with six different turbine densities were studied, with230

average turbine spacings of 3–8 rotor diameters5.231

5Fig. 1 shows this sort of arrangement for three square boundary farms which are spaced at 3, 5, and 7-rotor diameters.
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Figure 8: Relative variance decrease for different turbine densities based on 3–8 rotor diameter spacings for circle Amalia farms.

The relative differences in variance between the two optimization steps for the different turbine densities232

for a circle boundary farm are presented in Fig. 8. The denser (5D spacing and below) farms yield a wider233

range of relative variance decrease over the sparser ones (6D spacing and above). These denser farms also234

show higher average variance decreases, with the largest being approximately 9% for the farms with 3-rotor235

diameter average spacing. The lowest average variance decrease is just over 5% as seen in the farms with236

8-rotor diameter average spacing. Fig. 9 shows the variance reduction results for varied turbine spacing in237

square wind farms. As with the circular farms, the average variance reduction is inversely proportional to238

turbine density. However, even for the farms with larger average turbine spacing, a large variance reduction239

was achieved.240

The denser wind farms achieve larger variance reduction than the sparser farms. This is because of the241

strong wake effects that exist in denser wind farms. When the turbines are close together, the turbine wakes242

have not had a chance to recover before reaching downstream turbines. Thus, as the wind changes direction243

the power production changes more drastically, as turbines move in and out of the strong wakes of upstream244

turbines. In wind farms where the turbines are spaced farther apart, wakes have more time to recover before245

interacting with downstream turbines. This means that the power production is not affected as much by246

turbine wakes.247

3.3. Comparison to Pareto Optimization248

The previous sections demonstrated that after optimizing a wind farm layout for maximum power pro-249

duction, the variance can be significantly reduced by re-optimizing the layout for minimum variance. By250

constraining the mean power, this variance reduction can be achieved without any sacrifice to mean per-251

formance. This process is very simple, and can be done using existing wind farm models and optimization252

frameworks for very little additional effort. However, if one has the computational resources and is willing,253

further insight can be gained by performing a full multi-objective optimization and finding the Pareto front254

of the design space.255

Pareto optimal results offer the best possible compromise between two objectives. A Pareto front is256

computationally expensive to generate, requiring thousands of individual optimizations. The black points257

in Fig. 10 represent the approximate Pareto front for a 36-turbine wind farm with square boundaries, five258

rotor diameter average turbine spacing, and using the Amalia wind data. These data are close to the lowest259

variance solution that can be found with certain constraints on the mean power. They were generated by260

constraining the mean wind farm power to different values, and minimizing the associated power variance.261

As can be seen, a point on the Pareto front cannot achieve lower variance for the same mean power. The262
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Figure 9: Relative variance decrease for different turbine densities based on 3–8 rotor diameter spacings for square Amalia
farms.

objectives of maximum mean and minimum variance conflict, meaning that to improve one objective you263

must sacrifice some of the other. For this wind farm, and the others that we considered during this study,264

the Pareto front is relatively flat near the upper right hand corner. This is significant, as it means that265

if one is willing to sacrifice a small amount of mean power production they are able to greatly reduce the266

variance. For the case shown in Fig. 10, a 2% sacrifice in the mean power can result in more than 25%267

decrease in variance. Much larger reductions in variance can be achieved, but they come at a higher cost in268

mean power.269

For wind farms, the region of the Pareto front of most interest is the upper right corner, the solutions270

with high mean power. The right sub-figure in Fig. 10 shows a zoomed in portion of this upper right corner.271

When performing an optimization to maximize the mean power of the wind farm (step 1 of the method272

presented in this paper), the solution is somewhere near this corner of the Pareto front. A few of these273

solutions are shown in Fig. 10 with the green dots. If one could easily find a point on the Pareto front then274

the two-step optimization process presented in this paper would be unnecessary, and reductions in variance275

would require sacrifices in mean power. However, because of the complexity of the design space, generally276

hundreds of optimizations are required to find just one point on the Pareto front. When step 2 of our method277

is applied, new solutions are found with lower variance. The solutions from step 1 are pushed closer to the278

Pareto optimal, for very little added computation. Rather than requiring tens or hundreds of optimizations279

to approximate a point on the Pareto front, we can get close with just two. Because this upper right corner280

of the Pareto front is relatively flat, our method can produce large variance reduction, even for the higher281

mean power solutions.282

In the context of full multi-objective optimization, the method we present in this paper is extremely283

useful. Rather than seek to fully explore the design space, and trade-offs that exist between the mean and284

variance, one can simply apply our method. This will produce a wind farm layout with high mean power, as285

well as variance that approaches the Pareto optimal solution, with greatly reduced computational expense.286

4. Conclusion287

This work explored a simple, yet efficient approach to reducing variance in wind farm layout optimization.288

Various cases were evaluated that demonstrate how effective the approach is for different farm boundaries,289

turbine counts, and wind conditions. The approach led to solutions with lower variance and at no expense290

to the mean plant power.291
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Figure 10: On the left, the Pareto front for the multi-objective wind farm layout optimization problem of high mean power
versus low variance on 36-turbine square boundary farm using the Amalia wind conditions. On the right, a zoomed in view on
the upper right corner of the full Pareto front. Also shown are six pairs of points from mean power and variance optimizations.

The mean plant power is a major statistic of interest during the design and development stages of wind292

farms as it is used in determining quantities of interest such as AEP, COE, NPV, etc. In general, high293

values of mean power are sought in layout optimization for power forecasting purposes. Turbine placement294

is a significant step in wind farm design since intelligently situating turbines can improve the energy capture295

capacity of a site. Because mean power does not provide information about the potential power fluctuations296

in a wind farm, it is instructive to study the associated variance (standard deviation) to get a sense of the297

risk associated with this quantity in power forecasting. A low variance will translate to better stability of298

forecasts and thus variance should be lowered where possible.299

The two step approach for reducing variance presented in this paper uses constraints on the mean power300

to minimize the variance during wind farm layout optimization. It involves two optimizations where the301

first is a layout optimization which only considers maximizing mean plant power. The second step is to302

re-optimize the wind farm layout to minimize variance. In this step, the mean power is constrained to be303

greater than or equal to the mean power achieved in the first step. This means that a wind farm layout with304

both high mean power and reduced power variance can be found. The success of our presented two-step305

process is enabled by the multi-modality of the wind farm layout design space. Because the wind farm306

layout optimization design space is highly multi-modal, many solutions can be found that yield comparable307

power outputs but very different power variances. Our method finds the solutions that correspond to the308

lower variances.309

The results for all the different cases studied show that this technique is effective at reducing the wind310

farm power variance while maintaining the initial high mean power. In every case that we considered, there311

was a noticeable average decrease between step one and step two of our method. We also observe from312

this analysis that variance reduction in wind farm layout optimization improves for regions where the wind313

conditions are characterized by high variability. This is observed in the results from the Victorville and314

Amalia cases that showed higher average variance reduction. For the 64-turbine wind farms, the Vitorville315

wind farms achieved over 17% average variance reduction, and the Amalia wind farms over 8% average316

variance reduction. The Redding wind farms experienced a lower average variance reduction, of about 4.5%317

for both circle and square farm boundaries.318

For the cases with different turbine densities, there was an overall decrease in variance after performing319

the two sequential optimizations. The denser wind farms experienced greater power variance reductions320

between steps one and two of our method. For both wind farm boundaries, the average variance decrease321

in the 3D farm was highest, about 9%. The wind farms with turbines spaced farther apart still noticeably322

reduced the variance between the two steps, although by a smaller percentage. The largest turbine spacing323
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of 8 rotor diameters achieved an average variance reduction of about 5%. This indicates that our method324

will therefore be more beneficial to situations where land is scarce and turbines would need to be built close325

together. However, even wind farms with turbines spaced far apart can benefit greatly from our presented326

methodology.327

This concept is meant to be used to improve the accuracy of long-term power forecasting through wind328

farm layout optimization. Our method presents an extremely simple and easy to implement method that329

significantly reduces wind farm power variance. In this paper, we only consider uncertainty in wind direction.330

This was done for simplicity in presenting our new concept. Future studies could consider uncertainty in331

wind speed, and other sources of uncertainty such as wake model parameters. They could also apply our332

method to currently operating wind farms, and comparing the variance reduction that can be achieved while333

maintaining the mean power production of the existing layout.334
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